
Students will… 
1. Name at least 5

products with ties to
Illinois agriculture.

2. Describe how at least 1
product they have used
or consumed has its
origins in agriculture.

3. Employ understanding
of cardinal directions
and map coordinates to
find locations on an
Illinois map.

Supplies provided 
• ½ tsp. Aqua-Keep

superabsorbent
polymer powder

• Clear cup with ¼ cup
marking

• Illinois map/Farm &
Food Riddle worksheets

• Illinois products sticker
strips

• DeKalb County Farmers
Ag Mags

• AITC certificates

Other supplies needed 
• water
• projector & internet
• optional: rulers
• optional: disposable

baby diaper

Before the lesson 
• Prepare a Mapping Illinois Agriculture certificate for each student.
• Review the Google Slides found at https://bit.ly/4th-AITC. You will be

using these slides throughout the lesson. Each lesson step in bold
below is a new slide.

Procedure 
1. Discuss agriculture in Illinois.

a. We live in an amazing state! Every day you use or benefit
from something produced by Illinois agriculture.
(Agriculture is also known as “ag.”)

b. Can you think of anything you’ve used today that may have
come from farms in Illinois?

c. The top four commodities farmers grow in Illinois are
CORN, SOYBEANS, PIGS, AND BEEF CATTLE. Can you
think of anything we get from these four farm products?

2. Introduce the following demonstration by explaining that
Illinois agriculture is more than farming; the Illinois ag
industry provides us with amazing inventions, too.

a. Pour contents of 2x2” jewelry bag into clear cup. Ask
students for guesses as to what the powder is, but do not
give away the answer. Guesses may include flour, sugar, etc.

b. One way to identify a substance is to see how it behaves with
water. Will it sink? Float? Dissolve? Explode? Ask students
what they think will happen if water is added.

c. After soliciting guesses and increasing the sense of suspense,
add ¼ cup of water, swirling gently as you do so. The
powder will quickly gel. Act surprised! Show that you can
turn the cup upside down without it pouring out.

d. This is called a superabsorbent polymer. It holds hundreds
of times more water than its own weight. It was invented in
Peoria, Illinois by agricultural scientists at a USDA (U.S.
Department of Agriculture) research laboratory. Their
invention, called Super Slurper, was developed using corn
starch. This polymer is not made with corn starch, but it uses
the same method developed by those Illinois ag scientists.

e. What are superabsorbent polymers used for? Invite guesses.



f. Who has a baby in the family? If you cut open a clean diaper, a white powder—a
superabsorbent polymer—may fall out. This is absorbs the liquid a baby makes.

g. Superabsorbent polymers are also sold to be used in potting soil to conserve water.
(Soil Moist® is a common brand). They can also be used in items like fuel filters, and
a sheet version was developed to dry out library books after floods.

3. Let’s map some mysteries of Illinois Agriculture! Distribute a copy of the Illinois map 
worksheet and a strip of product stickers to each student. Review basic map skills.

a. What is this a map of?
b. Where is north? South? East? West? How do you know?
c. Can you point to about where we are located on this map? What are the map coordinates 

for where we are? (Demonstrate drawing imaginary lines straight
up/down and left/right on the map to find the corresponding letter and number. It may 
help for students to use a ruler.)

4. Explain to students that you will present several “mysteries” for them to solve.
a. For each mystery, students must identify: 1) an Illinois agricultural product and 2) a 

location in the state that is significant for that product.
b. For half of the locations, the name of the city is provided; students will identify the 

coordinates. (Note: explain that the coordinates point to the location of each city as 
indicated by its black dot, not to where its name is printed.)

c. For remaining locations, coordinates are provided and students will identify the city.
5. Use Mystery #1 as an example.

a. Show the clues one at a time, inviting guesses as you go. If needed, remind students that 
they just learned about this product.

b. Show the answer slide. Click until the words “What are the map coordinates for 
this location?” appear. Allow time for students to come up with the answer.

c. Click again to show the map coordinates. Instruct students to place the superabsorbent 
polymer sticker in the box next to Peoria on the map.

d. Continue with the remaining mystery items (there are 16 total). Students will place 
product stickers on the map for the first 8 items, then find product images on the 
map and circle the city name for the remaining 8.

6. Move the discussion from the state level to the county level.
a. We’ve established that Illinois is an amazing state because of its agriculture.
b. Our school district is based in an amazing agricultural county, DeKalb County.
c. Distribute copies of the DeKalb County Farmers Ag Mag. Spend some time reviewing its 

contents, calling special attention to the inside pages featuring area farmers.
d. Allow students time to complete the Farm & Food Riddle on the back of the map.

7. Conclude the lesson.
a. Invite students to share something they learned that they are looking forward to telling 

their family when they get home.
b. Distribute AITC Certificates and encourage students to show them to their parents.
c. Optional: Introduce the CONNECTIONS Magazine Cover Design Contest as a way for 

students to illustrate what they learned. Provide class time for students to plan and 
create their designs. Rules and entry forms can be found at www.GrowYoungMinds.org.

http://www.growyoungminds.org/


Mapping Illinois Agriculture: Mystery Answer Key 
Item Related City Coordinates Item Related City Coordinates 
barbed wire DeKalb E-2 popcorn Joliet F-3
corn flakes Danville F-5 pumpkin Morton D-4
ethanol Rochelle E-2 soybeans Decatur E-6
field corn Ottawa E-3 Super Slurper Peoria D-4
hamburger Des Plaines F-2 Swiss cheese Stockton C-1
horseradish Collinsville C-8 Tootsie Rolls Chicago F-2
peaches Hardin B-7 tree Harrisburg E-10
pigs Centralia D-8 winter wheat Nashville D-9

Mapping Illinois Agriculture: Vocabulary 
agriculture – the science of growing crops 
and raising livestock to produce food, 
clothing, and other products useful and 
necessary to mankind 
condiment – a relish, sauce, or seasoning 
added to food to give flavor; popular 
condiments include ketchup, mustard, and 
horseradish 
coordinates – a pair of numbers and/or 
letters that show the approximate position of 
a point on a map or graph 
county – in the United States, a county is a 
local level of government below the state 
crops – plants that are grown and harvested 
to become food and other products for 
people and animals 
ethanol – also known as ethyl alcohol, 
ethanol is produced from corn to be used as a 
fuel and in products such as glass cleaner and 
hand sanitizer 
field corn – type of corn grown to feed 
livestock or processed into its various 
components to be used in food and other 
products; also known as dent corn 
grain terminal – facilities used for 
temporary storage and shipment of grain.  
Grain terminals are found where grain is 
delivered to be shipped by rail, barge, or 
oceangoing vessel. 

horseradish – the root of the horseradish 
plant which is grated or ground and used as a 
condiment; has a very strong flavor 
ingredient – something that is part of a 
mixture; for example, flour is an ingredient in 
cookies 
kernel – the seeds of a corn or wheat plant 
livestock – farm animals raised to produce 
food such as milk, meat, or eggs. 
milling – the act or process of grinding, 
especially grinding grain into flour or meal 
popcorn – type of corn that pops when 
heated due to moisture trapped within a 
tough outer hull 
processing – subjecting a raw product to 
various steps to create a new product or 
products; milk is processed to make cheese 
river barge – a flat-bottomed boat built for 
river and canal transport of heavy goods. 
Some barges are not self-propelled and need 
to be towed by tugboats or pushed by 
towboats. 
soybeans – a type of bean plant which 
produces round, tan beans in fuzzy pods; 
seeds of the soybean plant 
superabsorbent polymer – substance that 
can absorb and retain many times its own 
weight in liquid 


